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www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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credi
Credibility, is the apocorated form of credit, widely used in trade.  Examples : easy credibility, quick credibility. 

credi-contado
Credibility is a credit system in which the buyer cancels half the value of the item and the other half cancels it in one,
two, three or more installments. 

credito rotativo
Revolving credit: Is a credit that gives a Bank, in the short, medium or long term, in which the customer can go removing
insofar as you are paying, i.e. If the customer makes the payment of one hundred thousand dollars to the capital, more
twenty thousand pesos to the interests, the following working day may withdraw the one hundred thousand pesos paid
capital.

credo
The creed is a prayer that is prayed in the Catholic Christian religion, and which contains the main foundations of the
Catholic faith.

crédito blando
It is a credit or loan that gives a bank a customer, long term and an interest rate very low.

criminalidad
Crime: ( f.  ) Amount or set of serious crimes that occur in a place or period of time certain.

crispetera
Crispetera: (s.  (f).  ) Machine used to make popcorn, also called crispetas.

cristi
Cristi, is the loving way to call or refer to Cristina. 

cristo jesús
Christ Jesus, also called Jesus Christ, Jesus, Christ, Jesus of Nazareth for being born in this city; who as a child is
known as The Child God, The Child Jesus, The Divine Child, is nothing more and nothing less than the Redeemer, the
Savior of the World, the Son of God, God Himself, the Only Birth, the Firstborn, and who according to the biblical
account came to the world and gave his life by to two of us.

criterial
In secondary Basic or basic education, criteria evaluation is a way of checking the performance of students, whose main
characteristic lies in appreciation of the degree in which the objectives of education are covered is made on the basis of
the achievements of each student. Such evaluation serves to qualify competencies through criteria laid down at the
beginning of the academic year, of which students have been informed timely. These criteria are the point of departure
and arrival of the evaluation.

croata



Croatian : 1- Person born in Croatia.    2- Belonging or relating to this country than Europe. 

cruce
In the language of gangs and other organizations on the fringes of the law, " 34 junction;  It is a diligence or action
usually criminal type: "Tonight I'm going to find the boys because we are going to make a crossing ".  Synonym: return.

cruce prohibido
Crossing forbidden: in Colombia, is an express prohibition contained in the national code of transit, which does not allow
a driver maneuver, turn or cross in certain direction.  For example, in some intersections it is forbidden to turn left.  It
should be noted that all intersections in the right turn will be always allowed.

crucecita
Crossover : Diminutive cross .

crucita
Crucite : Affectionate way to call or refer to those women named Cruz .

cruz azul
Cruz Azul is a professional club in the Primera División of Mexican football. 

cruz roja
The International Red Cross or simply Red Cross is an independent and neutral organization that provides protection
and humanitarian assistance to the victims of armed conflicts and other catastrophic events such as earthquakes,
tsunamis, floods, etc. 

cruz verde
Cruz Verde is the name of a neighborhood in the city of Málaga, Spain. 

cruzeiro
Cruzeiro: m. former monetary unit of the Brazil. From 1993 he started calling cruzeiro real.

cruzeiro real
The cruzeiro real is the currency unit of the Brazil since 1993.

cruzero
Cruise is incorrectly written and it should be written as cruise being their meaning: Cruise: (s. m.)  ) Of pleasure boat trip
which can last days, weeks or months, which stops at various ports are made to carry out tours.

cuac
Quack: Sound that imitates the voice of the duck and leg.

cuac, cuac
Is the voice of the duck and the leg.



cuaderno de viaje
It may be a notebook or agenda that a person carries with it only when you travel.

cuadrarse
In the colloquial language match is is stupid lout.

cuadre
Known as it fits to the accounting balance held in a bank at the end of the day, and in which you must match all
movements performed during the day: appropriations, retreats, payment of checks, documents, etc.

cuadro clínico
In medicine, it is known as clinical picture to the set of signs and symptoms characteristic of the disease. Synonym:
syndrome.

cuajao
Cuajao: adj.   ( colloquial ) Fat, obese.

cuajo
Rennet : ( s .   M.  ) Matter that is added to the milk to separate the solid part of the whey.

cual es el subienda
The Netizen perhaps wanted to ask that it is it fishing?  Fishing: Abundance of fish in rivers and streams due to climatic
factors.

cuales son las primeras palabras de un bebé?
The first words pronounced a baby or a baby are: Mommy, Daddy, teta, tete.

cualesquier
Any : Plural of any .

cuanto antes
ASAP: an adverbial expression that means: to hurry, hurry, as soon as possible.

cuarenta y veinte
Cuarenta y Veinte (40 and 20), is the name of a song of the romantic genre, performed by José José. 

cuarentena de seis dias
1 - A quarantine is a period of time in which a person remains isolated or secluded to prevent or limit the risk of a
particular disease, in this case the quarantine necessarily is a period of forty days, indeed may be a quarantine for six
days, i.e., a person can remain isolated by thirty, twenty to six days. 2. On the other hand, quarantine refers to a period
of forty days, months or years.

cuarenton



unusual is incorrectly written, and should be written as "unusual" being its meaning:<br>Unusual and forty: person who
already fulfilled the forty years or has failed in the fifties.

cuaresma
Lent: f. in the Catholic religion, period of 46 days since Ash Wednesday, even precedes the feast of the resurrection
Jesus of Nazateth.

cuarteto imperial
Musical group ( four members ) originally from Colombia, which played cumbia and was valid between 1961 and 1970,
year in which the original group disbanded.

cuarto árbitro
In football, the fourth referee is something like a substitute referee, who can replace the central referee or one of the
linesmen in case either of them can no longer exercise their functions, due to an injury, for example.  Other functions of
the fourth referee are: to maintain order and calm in the benches of both teams, to write down and report the changes
and make them known to the teams, spectators and the media, among other functions. 

cuatrimoto
An ATV is equipped with 4-wheel off-road motorcycle.

cuatrista
The cuatrista is the musician who plays four in a musical group.

cuatro bocas
It is known as four mouths to the intersection where four streets converge.

cuatro cinco uno
In football, four five one ( 4-5-1. ) It is a tactical system in which a team used four defenders, five midfielders and a
single front.

cuatro cuarenta
FOUR FORTY ( 4 : 40 ), is the name of a musical group that performed mainly meringue.  It was founded and directed
by Juan Luis Guerra back in the 1980s. 

cuatro cuatro dos
In football, four four two ( 4-4-2. ) It is a tactical system in which a team playing with four defenders, four midfielders and
two strikers.

cuatro cuatro uno
In football, the four-four-one (4-4-1) is a tactical system in which a team plays with four defenders, four midfielders and a
striker. 

cuatro por cuatro
1- It is a multiplication whose result is sixteen ( 4X4 x 16 ) .   2- A 4 X 4 van is that van that has a transmission system in



which all wheels receive engine power. 

cuatro por mil
In Colombia, the four per thousand ( 4X1000), also known as the Financial MovementS Levy (GMF), is a tax that applies
to some financial movements, specifically to withdrawals from savings accounts and current accounts.

cuatro tres tres
In football, four three three ( 4-3-3. ) It is a tactical system in which a team playing with four defenders, three midfielders
and three forwards.

cuatrofilos
Cuatrofilos is the name of a species of banana that is grown mainly on the Colombian Caribbean coast. 

cubalibre
1. a cubalibre is a cocktail made with Geneva or brandy, orange juice, lemonade or cola and plenty of crushed ice. 2
cocktail, which is made with whisky, orange juice or other soft drink and plenty of crushed ice.

cubanito
Cubanito 1- Cuban diminutive .    2- "El CUBANITO" is the name of a jíbara song, which was recorded by several
musical groups.

cubas
Cubas is a surname which is believed to be of Cuban origin by his writing and pronunciation, but in reality it is not. Its
origin is unknown.

cubetazo
Cubetazo: Beat given with a bucket.

cubiche
The term cubiche is synonymous with Cuban, at the same time, Cuban or Cuban is the person born in Cuba.

cubrebocas
A mask is a mask type usually made of cloth, which is used by Tijuana, anesthesiologists and nurses during surgery.
Also tends to be used by some people in public spaces in outbreaks or epidemics of communicable diseases,
respiratory tract, or when there is suspicion that the air in a certain place is contaminated. Synonyms: mask, mask.

cuca
Cuca is the vulgar name given to the vagina in some regions of Colombia.  Other names given to the vagina in popular
slang are: chocho and chimba.  It should be noted that in Colombia the area of the female body that comprises the
vagina and anus is called ass, and to refer only to the anus is said "small".

cucar
Cucar: v.   (Them ) Incite a dog to the attack. Synonym: fuelling.



cuchara de palo
It is a spoon of craftsmanship.  Remove the totumo and is widely used in towns and in rural areas.  The wooden spoons
are mainly produced in two sizes: large for mixing ingredients and stir a preparation, and little to eat.  In the antiquity the
use of these spoons was widespread.

cucharilla
Spoon: f. small shoulder that measures seven cm approx., that comes along with a collector named recipient of fecal
matter, and that serves to collect sample that is sent to the lab. Synonym: Paletica.

cucharón
Spoon : ( male noun ) Large spoon used to stir and serve soups, sancochos, rice dishes and other foods. 

cuchi barbie
In the colloquial language, a " cuchi barbie "   ( cuchibarby ) It is the woman who is high but very thin.

cuchi barby
In the colloquial language, a " cuchi barby "   ( of the cuchi barbie 41 espangles; It is the woman who is high but very
thin, i.e., as well as a " barbie doll "   ( 41 barbie doll;

cuchi cuchi
Cuchi cuchi: loving form of treated couples of lovers or husbands. This expression was used by Betty to call her
husband, Pablo Mármol, in the series the flintstones: " do what cuchi cuchi?  ".

cuchillada
Slash: ( s.f.  ) Wound or cut made with a knife.

cuchillazo
Cuchillazo: ( s.m.  ) Hit with a knife.

cucumen
cucumen is incorrectly written, and should be written as "cacumen" being its meaning:<br>Cacumen: ( s. m.  )
Intelligence, perspicacity, sagacity.

cucuteño
Cucuteño (and cucuteña) .    Person born in the city of Cútuta, in the department of Norte de Santander in Colombia. 

cue
Cue: English word which in Spanish translates: signal.

cuentachistes
A cuentachistes is a person who refers jokes.

cuentacuentos



Storytelling: m. and f. person who tells stories in public. Synonyms: fabulist, storyteller, storyteller.

cuentahabiente
A cuentahabiente is a person who has a bank account, either a current or savings account.

cuento chimbo
In popular jargon a chimbo tale is a lie, a fallacy. 

cuento chino
A " 34 Chinese tale; is a falsehood or fallacy; lying, deception, swindle.

cuernavaca
Cuernavaca: City of Mexico, capital of the State of Morelos. Population: 400,000 inhabitants approximately.

cuerpazo
A great body is a body of woman, voluptuous, well defined curves, which draws much attention.

cuerpo de agua
A body of water is a small or medium-sized expanse of water, for example a pond, a pond, a lagoon, a Lake, a jagüey, a
stream, etc.

cuerpo extraño
A foreign body is any item, object or particle that enters the body and is housed in it: "Strong breeze, stayed to Catalina
a foreign body in the eye, and now must be consuntar to an ophthalmologist ".

cuerpo extraño
A foreign body is any item, object or particle that enters the body and is housed in it: "Strong breeze, stayed to Catalina
a foreign body in the eye, and now you should consult an ophthalmologist ".

cuerro
"Cuerro", is the way of pronouncing the word "leather", typical of the Russians. 

cuevas de grimaldi
Set of caves of Ventimiglia ( 41 Italy; where in 1902 appeared remains of a prehistoric man ( 41 Grimaldi man;.

cuida palos
Soccer is known as " take care of palos " the goalkeeper or goalie. The name originated because the goal, in addition to
the fence, is composed of three sticks or poles: one horizontal and two vertical. Synonyms: Cerberus, guardavalla,
goalkeeper, goalkeeper.

cuidadito
Cuidadito : 1- Diminutive of care.   2- It means, with caution, with great care. 



cuidadosa
A careful woman it's that care in what he does. It is methodical, meticulous, orderly.

cuidandera
Girl who takes care of a House, a farm, a barn, etc.

cuidandero
Caregiver, ra: who cares about. Applies especially to the person who cares for a property or a House. Synonym:
caregiver.

cuidapalos
In soccer, the goalkeeper is known as a goalkeeper guard.    It is given this name because the goal is made up of a
fence and three sticks or posts: one horizontal and two vertical. 

culear
culear is incorrectly written and it should be written as "cool" being its meaning:<br>In the first case it should be written
as " be " What mark with cool or keep separate from the contents of a book of accounting, writing, etc. For the second
case ( culear ) It is correctly written and means: 1 - move the rear. 2. (Vulgar or slang ) Sexual intercourse.

culebrilla
Shingles: Dermatological disease known as herpes or herpes zoster, which is produced by the pathogenic agent of
chickenpox or varicella-zoster virus.

culeca
culeca is incorrectly written, and should be written as "it clueca" being its meaning:<br>Clueca: adj. applied to chicken
and other birds when of cast on eggs to hatch them.

culeo
I culeo, it is the action of culear or coolies.

culero
In Mexico, the word "culero" is used to refer to something of poor quality, something ugly or unpleasant. 

culero
In Mexico, the word "culero" is used to refer to something of poor quality, something ugly or unpleasant. 

culiadita
Culiadita, diminutive of culiada . 

culiandanga
Culiandanga: ( f.  ) Vulgar term to refer to orgy.

culiar



This word, used in colloquial language and has the same meaning of " culear " literally means: move the back,
especially the men and women when they engaged in sexual intercourse.

culiar
coolies is incorrectly written, and should be written as "colear" being its meaning:<br>Colear: vb. 1. take the bull by the
tail when it comes to RAM a bullfighter or fallen chopper. 2 take, running on foot or horseback, a res by the tail to shoot
down it.

culito
Bottom: Call in the colloquial language to the back of the female form. Could be interpreted as a somewhat vulgar way,
but also loving to mention that part " noble " and striking of the female body.

culo con rosca
Bottle, container or any other vessel equipped with two threads, one at the top and another on the bottom.

culona
Culona, is the name of a lottery or chance whose draw is made all the days in the city of Barranquiila, Colombia.

culona
Culona: woman's back big.

culotte
Cycling: (Word of French origin ) Braga or very short and tight trousers legs, which covers the buttocks and reaches a
little above the knees.

cumbancha
Cumbancha: f. spree, fun, excitement.

cumbanchar
Cumbanchar: ( vb.  ) Party, partying, walking holidays.

cumbanchero
Cumbanchero and cumbanchero: ( adjs.  ) Person who like the cumbancha, spree, the fiesta, the hullabaloo.

cumbé
Cumbe: Word of African origin which means: 1 - fiesta, revelry, partying. 2 make noise, crowd.

cumbia
Cumbia is a musical and dance genre typical of Colombia, Panama and other Latin American countries. 

cumbiamba
1. a cumbiamba is a musical group that plays cumbia. 2 party or dance that is interpreted and dancing cumbia and other
dances of movement slow.



cumbiamberito
A cumbiamberito is a child who participates in a cumbiamba child, typical of the Carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia.

cumbiambero
Cumbiamberos and cumbiambera: person who is part of a cumbiamba.

cumbiódromo
Cumbiódromo: m. name which has been given in 40 Barranquilla;Colombia ) the Avenue where the different parades of
Carnival as the battle of Flores ( carry out Saturday of Carnival 41, the great stop ( 41 Carnival Sunday;  and the great
stop of fantasy ( 41 Carnival Monday;. The name originated because these events parade lot of cumbia groups or
cumbiambas accompanied by numerous groups of dancers and dancers of this popular musical rhythm. The original
name of this avenue is Via 40.

cumbiódromo
Cumbiódromo: m. name which has been given in 40 Barranquilla;Colombia ) the Avenue by dode carry out the different
carnival parades, such as the battle of flowers and La Gran Parada. The name originated because these events parade
lot of cumbia groups or cumbiambas accompanied by groups of dancers and dancers of this popular musical rhythm.
The original name of this popular Avenue is Via 40.

cumbión
Cumbion: ( s. m.  ) Augmentative of cumbia.

cumpleañera
A birthday girl is a woman that is in your day's birthday. When is serving 15 years are you called quinceañera.

cumpleañero
Birthday and birthday girl: person who is birthday.

cumplidos
Compliments: Plural of compliment.  A compliment is a compliment, a compliment, a flattery.

cunnilingus
Cunnilingus: Sexual practice that involves stimulating the female external genital organs with lips and tongue.

cupé
Coupe, is the Spanish form of the French word coupé, which makes reference to a car of two ( 41-2; doors.

curandero
A healer ( ra 41, also called herbalist ( ra ) is a person who cure with herbs and infusions, obtained from plants, leaves,
etc. Some grandmothers thought that these people cured with " secret " and also called them " curious ".

curita
A band-aid is a small strip of fabric or other material, with a tiny dress in the Center, which is glued to a small wound, to
protect it and prevent it mane blood.



currucucú
Currucucu, is the onomatopoeic sound that imitates the voice or singing of the Dove.

cursante
It is an adjective which is deprecated nowadays. Applies to the person as coursing, student, who attends a living room
or classroom of an educational institution. It can be in the basic education, primary, basic, secondary or middle ( high
school 41, technical education, technological education or higher education.

cursilería
Kitsch.      ( f .  )  .    Thing or aptitude that pretends to be fine and elegant, or tender and sweet, without achieving it.

curucutear
Curucutear: vb.   ( colloquial ) Review, squint, or rummage inside a suitcase, a handbag or a drawer, trying to find
something.

curvilínea
A curvaceous woman is one that has a well defined body, with curves and spectacular lines.

c¿vico militar
c military vico is incorrectly written and it should be written as "civic-military" being its meaning:?<br>It refers to a civic
Act in which there is participation and presence military. For example, a military health brigade.

d i m
D.  ?.  M.   : Acronyms for Deportivo Independiete Medellín , football team based in the city of Medellin, Colombia.

d j
D.J.: Short for disc jockey.

da silva
Da Silva is a surname of Portuguese origin.  It may have given rise to the surname of Spanish origin Silva. 

da vinchi
1- Da Vinchi, is a surname of Italian origin.   2- Da Vinci, is the name of a surgical system in which a robot is used that is
also called Da Vinci.  It is a very sophisticated system, however Da Vinci is not an autonomous robot, he receives orders
from the surgeon, which increases the ability of both to operate with precision and dexterity. 

dago
Dagö: Affectionate call or refer to Dagoberto, male proper name form

dahomeyano
Dahomean, na: adj.  Born in Dahomey. 2. Belonging or pertaining to this African country.

dalislao



Dalislao III: King of Poland and Hungary. The first nation since 1434, and the second since 1440. He died fighting
against the Turks.

dama de compañía
In antiquity, a lady-in-waiting was a personal assistant to a Queen, Princess or any another lady of the Royal family.
Today it is an attractive woman who at a given moment company gives a tourist, a traveller, etc.

dama rosada
The Pink ladies is a group of volunteer ladies providing a social service in different fields. For example, assistance or aid
to communities in vulnerability or people who have difficulty at any given time.

damas grises
In Colombia, the "gray ladies" are a group of volunteer ladies of the Red Cross, who support all the humanitarian work of
that institution. 

damas rosadas
In Colombia, the "Pink ladies" are a group of volunteer ladies providing a social service in different fields.  For example,
assistance or aid to communities in vulnerability or people with limited financial resources who have difficulty or a
serious problem of health at a given time.

danger
Danger: English word which in Spanish translates: danger.

daniela
Daniela: Name own feminine that Daniel could have derived from the male name. Some women with this name tend to
be fickle and unpredictable, yet are kind, original, intelligent and sometimes, submissive.

dañao
Damaged, is an adjective that is used in colloquial language as synonymous with naughty, vivaracho, wasped.

dañar el caminado
Damage the walking: ( 41 colloquial expression; Said of a person, harm another person directly or indirectly by an
attitude or an action reckless.

dar a luz
Giving birth: stop women, bringing into the world a new be: "Josefina gave birth to a beautiful girl ".

dar bombo
Give bass drum: ( 41 colloquial expression; Praise with exaggeration.

dar chuleta
It is an expression which in the jargon of the underworld is synonymous with murder. Other synonyms: give trigger, give
lead, give floor.



dar con la puerta en la nariz
Take someone pulling him and closing the door in his face.

dar cuerda
In popular jargon, prompting a person to talk a lot about some topic or various topics, non-stop. 

dar el alto
Order someone walking or running to stop. 

dar el chiquito
In the Colombian Caribbean coast called " small " the year, especially in the year of the woman. That's why in colloquial
language the expression is applied to the woman that access be penetrated via anal: "Juan Carlos ended with her lover
because he did not want to give the little ".

dar el sí
Give the other is OK the intended to the suitor. With the firm begins dating.

dar en el clavo
Uncover an answer that seemed inexplicable.

dar la barba
Give " the beard " It is to give someone a small amount of money as consideration for a favor or an errand.

dar la chapa
give the veneer is incorrectly written and it should be written as"sheet" being its meaning:<br>Sheet is displayed in
public, especially if the person is shown in public when it should be reserved for some reason.

dar la teta
Give the mother breastfeed your baby, breastfeeding.

dar lata
In colloquial language, to give can is to cause annoyance, to cause annoyance, to cause disgust. 

dar lata
In colloquial language, to give can is to cause annoyance, to cause annoyance, to cause disgust. 

dar leña
It is a popular expression that means: give stick, give stick.

dar mala espina
Cause a bad impression something or someone.



dar papaya
It is a colloquial expression used in Colombia, means: neglecting someone, get distracted, allowing that neglect or
distraction a wrongdoer to steal any membership.

dar piso
In the language of the underworld, to give ground is to unsubscribe, to murder. 

dar sopa y seco
The expression give soup and dry it is widely used in Colombia, and means: 1 - give lecture about a topic. 2. in a sports
competition or a game of chance, defeating the opponent by a wide margin.

dar torta en el culo
Colloquial expression that is vulgar and tasteless, used in some regions of Central and South America, which means: 1 -
scold or rebuke the boy or the girl. 2 Assaulting someone with the Palm of the hand, especially when the hit is on the
face or in the c...

dar tumbos
Wobble a person.

dar vivas
Vivas is acclaim, applaud, applaud someone; It is a way to show loyalty and adherence to that someone, and in a
moment of jubilation as well as applaud launches the interjection! viva!

darapti
Darapti: ( Fil.  )  Voice mnemonic designating the syllogism in which the premises are universal affirmative and the
particular affirmative conclusion.

darapti
40 Darapti; Fil.  )  Voice mmnemotecnica designating the syllogism in which the premises are universal affirmative and
the particular affirmative conclusion.

dardano
Dardano: Founder and legendary King of Troy, son of Zeus and Electra. He married the daughter of the King of Troas,
which was succeeded on the throne.

dariela
Dariela: Name own feminine that is could have derived from the feminine name of French origin Dariele, and whose
variants are: Dariellah, Dariella, Daryel, Daryela or Darielle. It is true, original, methodical, delivered and intelligent.

dariella
: Dariella Name own feminine that is could have derived from the feminine name of Spanish origin Dariela or feminine
proper name of French origin Dariele, and whose variants are: Dariellah, Daryel, Daryela, Daryele or Darielle. The
majority of women who have these names are original, faithful, delivered, methodical and orderly.



darlin
Darlin is incorrectly written, and should be written as "darling" as meaning:<br>Darling: Word of English than in Spanish
means: sweetheart, dear.

darse caché
Give you cache is dress with elegance, with distinction.

darse cuenta
Find out something.

darse ínfulas
Give pretensions: presume a person something, give themselves importance.

darse la paz
In the Catholic religion, specifically during the celebration of Mass, the greeting of peace is a greeting that consists in
wishing the other that he is free from violence and chaos, and that on the contrary he has much peace in his life.

darse piquitos
In the colloquial language, giving " 34 tortillas; It is give kisses each other the bride and groom.

darse por la cabeza
Consume a person psychoactive and hallucinogenic drugs. This colloquial expression could have led to the fact that
hallucinogenic drugs or illegal, obviously are hard on the head to such an extent that they affect the consciousness and
the mental activity of a person.

datáfono
A PIN pad is an electronic device that connected to a telephone network and being in line with the banking system,
allows the user to pay or pay a shop in a commercial establishment with a card credit or debit.

david
David, is a masculine given name that in English is pronounced "Deivid" and in Spanish it is pronounced and written
"David".  It should be clarified that in Spanish there are also two Castilian forms of this name: "Deivi" and "Deivid". 

dálmata
A Dalmatian dog is a dog that belongs to a breed whose specimens have a medium-sized, slender body and
short-haired white background with many black or dark spots.

dámaso
Dámaso is a male proper name of Greek origin. 

de balde
Bucket: ( 41 adverbial expression; For free, no cost, no cost.



de bolas
Ball: in Venezuela ( colloquial ). It refers to something that is obvious, that is clear.

de cabo a rabo
It is a colloquial expression that means: from end to end, from span to span; side-by-side and from top to bottom.

de cabo arabo
It is a colloquial expression whose correct writing is "from beginning to end", being its meaning: from span to span, from
side to side, from end to end, from end to end.

de caché
Cache: With distinction, elegance: "The hostess dressed in cache ".

de cierto
The expression "of truth" is an adverbial expression, it means: certainly, truly, of truth. 

de color
Color: loc. adj. Applies to the black race: "The vehicle that caused the accident was driven by a man of color ".

de culo
In Spain, the expressions "ass" and "ass", use them to indicate that something is very wrong, to refer to a situation that
bothers or annoys or when something is of poor quality.  Examples : "That coat is ass", "The party was ass", "that shirt is
butt" . 

de dios
From God, it is a surname of Spanish origin. 

de donde probiene el nombre yosuani
Yosuani is a feminine given name; its origin may be in China or Japan. 

de dónde se saca el clavito de olor?
Brad's odor is extracted from a tree called " clove smell " " nail " or " 34 clavero;.

de inmediato
Immediately: then, in the Act, quick, now, right now.

de jarabe tapatio
jarabe tapatio is incorrectly written and should be written as jarabe tapatío (with accents) being its meaning: the jarabe
tapatío is a traditional dance of Mexican folklore.  It originated in the State of Jalisco.

de las aguas
Of the waters is a last name of origin unknown, but very common in some countries of America of the South.



de lima
From Lima, is a surname believed to be of Portuguese origin.  The confusion arises because there is another surname
that is Portuguese and has a similar script: the surname Lima. 

de mal color
An expression that applies to the person who looks pale, yellowish, or emaciated.

de malas pulgas
A person of bad flea is a cranky, irritable person.

de malas pulgas
A person of bad flea is a cranky, irritable person.

de medio día para abajo
It is a colloquial way of saying: after noon, passed Meridian, after 12 PM, etc.

de nada
The expression "you're welcome" is an expression used as a kind response when someone is thanked for something. 

de one
One! : Expression espanglesa which means a!

de pa a pa
PA PA it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "de pe a pa" being its meaning:<br>De pe a pa: colloquial
expression that means every inch, from top to bottom, from side-to-side and thoroughly.

de padre y señor mío
Both expressions are correct, however that is heard better and is used without a doubt is " father and Lord my " even
knowing that in the Spanish language, there is something known as economy of language.

de padre y señor mío
An expression that is given significance or magnitude to a thing or an event.

de palabra
1-A person of word is one who fulfills what he promises.   2-word: It is so called to all that is done or agreed verbally.

de para
A De Para card is a small card that accompanies a gift or a present that is given to someone who is on a birthday,
mainly.  On this card are printed the words From: For : , the first indicates the name of the person who makes the gift,
and the second indicates the name of the person to whom the gift is addressed.  

de parte y parte
Each other. Example: There were attacks on party and party.



de pie
It is said person that is upright and leaning on his feet.

de poca monta
Petty, is an adjectival expression that means: menial, of little importance, of little value.

de pocas pulgas
A person of few fleas is a Moody, enojadiza,

de primera
First: ( loc. Advisor.  ) Very good, high-quality, exceptional.

de primera clase
It refers to what is excellent, excellent, excellent.

de prisa
Quickly or quickly: quickly, quickly, in haste, quick, hurriedly, urgently, urgently.

de que se compone el día?
The day consists of early morning, morning, afternoon and evening; in turn, each of these periods is made up of six
hours, multiplied by four added twenty-four, which are the hours that lasts a day.

de rechupete
Yummy: ( colloquial ) Very good, very nice and very exquisite. Example: " This milkshake is yummy ".

de refilón
From Refilón : 1- Side .    2- Super-thinly.

de reojo
Looking askance is watching covert and sesgadamente.

de segunda
It refers to that which is not first properly said. For example, when a product as a ceramic or a garment of clothing
presents some small damage of factory, is says that is of second.

de segunda
A second article is one that has been used. Also applies to products, appliances, clothing apparel, devices, appliances,
etc.

de súbito
Suddenly, suddenly.



de tercera
The third article is one that is very worn or damaged, and that it is therefore an article very cheap.

de tú a tú
Peer to peer, Jack and Dame.

de una
It is an adverbial phrase which means: once; in the Act and without loss of time.

de una!
A!: ( int.  ) Immediately, then, at once.

de vega
De Vega is a surname of Spanish origin. 

de veras
Really: ( Advisor.  ) 1. actually, in truth, in reality, indeed.  2. Lealmemte, sincerely. Example: I love you really.

de vieja data
Of long ago: "Conflicts with the brother are longstanding ".

de volada
It is an adverbial expression that means: quickly, quickly, immediately, hastily.

de voto
vote it is incorrectly written and it should be written as "devoted" as meaning:<br>Devoted and devout: person engaged
with much commitment to something or someone, especially in the religious field, when it has or shows a deep devotion
or consecration, and complies with the practices of his religion.

debilucho
Weakling: adj.   ( colloquial ) Weak, very weak, enclenque.

deca
Deca: Voice that just use as prefix words composite, with the significance of ten.

decenas
Plural of decena .  A dozen is the ten-element meeting.

dechohabientes
dechohabientes is incorrectly written, and should be written as "successors" being its meaning:<br>A rightful claimant is
a person who derives one right to another. For example, children who receive health care or other service of Social
security beneficiaries of their father who is affiliated to that entity, that they are said IMSS users.



decimero
A decimero is a person who improvises and recites verses.

decimoquinto
It occupies position fifteen in an ordered series of elements. 

decir carretas
In the popular jargon telling carts is lies.

decisiones
Decisions: Decisions or determinations taken on a subject: "Some decisions that will improve the precautions of the
Bank " will be taken at the meeting of the Executive Committee.

declararse
File: (v.  pron.  ) express a man to a woman who is in love with her and express his feelings and intentions.  In the
colloquial language it is said: "release the dogs" or "throw the dogs"

declararse impedido
Express a judge or a magistrate to his superior his inability to decide or rule on a dispute because they were in a causal
impediment.

decolar
Decolar : ( v .  Int.  ) Take off from the ground an airplane.   Antonym : Landing. 

decolorante
A bleach is a chemical that is used to bleach.

decuria en la antigua roma
Decuria: f. 1 - in the ancient Roman military, Squadron composed of ten soldiers, commanded by a corporal. 2. each
one of the ten parties that divided the ancient Roman curia.

deditos
Fingers are a few rolls that are made with flour or cornstarch, among other ingredients.  Its name originated because,
precisely, this small bun shaped similar to a finger.

deejay
Deejay is the form Anglo-Saxon of to pronounce disyoqui, that to his time is the way Spanish of the expression English "
disc jockey ".

deezer
Deezer, is the name of a web site that offers music free of form unlimited through a subscription. He has more than ten
million users around the world.



defectuso
It is an adjective applicable to that thing, element or object that has some defect or imperfection.

defenestración de praga
Name given to a violent act committed in Bohemia. In 1618, the inhabitants of Prague, annoying because the Emperor
Matías did not respect their religious beliefs, threw out the window of the Prague Castle Imperial Governors. This fact
led to the thirty years war.

defensor de oficio
In criminal law, the Ombudsman's office is the lawyer who provides the State to assume the defence of an accused
person who does not have resources to pay one.

defensores
1- Plural of defender .    2- A group of lawyers who are in charge of the defense of something or someone.    3-
Defensores del Chaco is the name of the football stadium in the city of Asunción, Paraguay; It is located in the Saxony
district of this city. 

definiciones de botón
Button: Small and round, piece of plastic, metal, shell, or other rigid material, sometimes wrapped in fabric or leather that
is sewn to the garment so that, through a buttonhole, it is turn on m. 1 - fastened. 2 piece small, generally circular, that is
part of some mechanical, electrical and electronic equipment, and to press it or rotate it connects or disconnects all or
some of its functions. 3. bud of plants.

definición de fonendoscopio
Stethoscope: m. medical instrument used to listen and to hear cardiac, lung or intestinal noise thanks to the capacity
which is enlargement of the sounds.

definición de quisquilloso
Fussy: adj. Susceptible. That it offends easily by things without importance. 2 - Giving importance to insignificant things.

degradante en wikipedia
Degrading treatment: 1 - morally degraded, which lowers or humiliated. 2. it is said that substance or agent having the
property of degrade or decompose other substance.

degustación
Tasting: Action consume any food or drink any beverage with the intention of perceiving its aroma and taste and enjoy
them to the fullest.

deidad
Deity: f. divinity, essence, nature, characteristic and power of a God: Muslims deny the deity of Jesus Christ but
acknowledge him as a prophet.

dejar el pelero
It is an expression used in Colombia, means: assemble a person a mess or problem and move hastily leaving others in
this situation.



del nombre arianny
In the above definition, the collaborator Arianny, was obviously wrong. For the expression " which is friendly " synonyms
are: affable, affectionate, friendly ( " she got bad "  ). And the antonyms are: antisocial, rude ( " she got friendly "  ). It is
possible that Arianny had a slip.

del puerto
Arístides Del Puerto, is a former Paraguayan footballer who militated at the club Deportivo Cali of Colombia.  He served
as Centrodelantero, when the Centrodelanteros played with number 9.  He was an excellent nod and beat the ball with
both legs.

del putas
" Whores ": colloquial expression that is used in Colombia to indicate that something was or is, or is very good.
Examples: "The party was the whores ".   "That shirt you have whores ".

del revés
Reverse: (loc.  Advisor.  ) Of the side or opposite side of one thing.  In the song "hope", Enrique Iglesias said: "hidden in
a corner with the upside-down world.  .  . "

del río
Del Rio is a surname of Spanish origin. 

del solar
1- Chemo Del Solar is a former Peruvian footballer who served as a midfielder and currently serves as technical
director.    2- Los Six Del Solar, was a musical group that performed mainly "salsa" and that accompanied the
Panamanian singer-author Rubén Blades.  They became famous for the album "Looking for America", where the songs
"Father Antonino and His Monaguillo Indres" and "Decisions" appeared.

del timbo al tambo
Colloquial expression. Applies to a person who goes from one place to another without that no one can stop it.

delfinado
Dauphiné: Ancient province of France, between the Valley of Rhone and Isere, corresponding to the territories of the
departs. Altos Alpes, Drôme and Isère. Cap., Grenoble. It was incorporated into the Crown in 1347 and his name was
the title of the eldest son of the Kings of France.

delgadillo
Delgadillo: Last name of Spanish origin which could have derived from the surname Delgado.

delgaducho
Delgaducho : ( adj .  ) Deldado or very thin, skinny.

deliberadamente
It deliberately is an adverb used to refer to what is done deliberately, i.e., by the way, with intention.



delictual
Delinquent: Delictuoso, criminal.

delincuencial
Crime: Relating to the crime. It is characteristic of a criminal action.

delineable
Delineable: That you can delineate and chart.

deluxe
Deluxe , is an English word that translates into Spanish : luxury . 

demetrio
Demetrius is a masculine name that is believed to be of Greek origin.

denilson
Denílson, is a male name which although he is believed to be of Portuguese origin, could be rather of Spanish origin,
derived from another male proper name: Nilson. The hypothesis of their origin is Portuguese, stems from the fact that
this name is very common in Portugal and Brazil.

denilson
Denílson Pereira Neves, is a Brazilian footballer who plays as a midfielder. He has played in teams as Sao Paulo of
Brazil and Arsenal FC of England.

denim
1- Denim is the name of a sturdy fabric that is made of cotton and that is used to make jeans and other clothing such as
shorts, blouses, and even, men's shirts.    2- Name of a very popular jeans brand until a few years ago. 

densitometría
In medicine, specifically in orthopedics, bone densitometry is a test that is performed to measure the bone mineral
density.

dentista
Some years ago a dentist was a person who exercised dentistry knowledge from technical-practical, empirical training
product, without a scientific background.

dentrar
This verb is widely used in the province and rural areas of some South American countries.  They use it as a synonym
for "enter."

denudación
Denudation: f. in geology, erosive action of geological external agents, when they wear out the relief.



denudar
Denuding: vb.   ( not to be confused with Strip ).  Cause a geological agent external erosion or loosening of the
outermost part of the Earth's crust.

depilación brasileña
Referred to as Brazilian waxing hair removal of the female genital and perianal area.

deportista
Person who practices a sport. 

depredador
Applies to the animal that lurks and capture animals of other species for food. Synonym: predator.

deprisa
Fast: ( Advisor.  )  In a hurry, to hurry, hurry, quickly, quickly.

der.
Der.   : Medical abbreviation for the words right and right.

derby
Derby: Word of English. Football match between two teams whose supporters or fans maintain a fierce rivalry.

derechazo
In boxing, a right is a punch with his right fist, which usually launches direct Boxer to the face of his opponent.

derivados lácteos
Dairy derivatives, also called lactic products are all the foods prepared with milk.

desaguar
Drain: vb.  Enter or lead a river into the sea, a lake or another River. Synonym: lead. 2 Lead a stream, Creek, or another
current of water in a river, stream, Lake, etc.

desahijar
Desahijar: ( v.tr.  )  Separate the offspring of mothers in cattle.

desalinizadora
A desalination plant is an industrial plant which produces the process by which removed the salt from seawater to thus
make it potable.

desayunador
Breakfast bar (s.  M.  ) 1- Small room adjoining the kitchen which is used as an informal dining room.   2- Table and
chairs that are arranged in the small room called breakfast bar.



desayuno
The name breakfast is given to the first meal consumed in the day, which is usually taken between 7:00 and 7:30 AM. 
The name originates from the fact that people get up in the morning after sleeping, they are fasting and when taking this
meal the fast is broken. 

desbandarse
Flee swiftly and in disorder. Applies especially to the exodus of some animals such as horses, cows, deer, zebras and
birds.

desbarajustar
Desbarajustar: v.   tr.  )  .  1 cause mess in some thing.    2 mess up, break up, break down.

desbocarse
Be the horse that is insensitive to the action of the brake and dash all career.

descabezado
Descabezado is a characteristic of the Carnival of Barranquilla, Colombia costume.  It is a character who travels the
streets and different parades stumbling, with a head lying in one hand, pretending to have been cut, and with one
machete in the other with which threatens the unsuspecting public with moribund appearance.

descachada
Descachada: (f.  ) Legs stuck indiscretion.

descaderado
A jean or bluyin descaderado is a jean of woman whose shot was born very below the hips, what makes that when the
woman is feel is you see what colloquially is known as " stick of piggy ".

descambiar
Disambiguation ( v .  Tr.  ) 1- Exchange or return to the seller the item of a purchase in exchange for an item of the same
characteristics or any other product.     2- ( colloquial ) Change or change someone's clothes. 

descambiarse
Descambiarse : Pronominal form of the verb descambiar .  In colloquial language, change someone's clothes. 

descamisado
Shirtless: 1- That does not have a shirt.    2- It is said of someone who is untidy. 

descapotable
A convertible car is one that can be open-topped. 

descarrilamiento
Derailment : Event in which a train leaves the rails .



descarrilarse
Derail ( v .  Pron.  ) 1- Exit a train or tram from its lanes.   2- Leaving a person of the established legal, regulatory or
moral rules.

descompletar
Leave incomplete what was complete. 

descompletar
Leave incomplete what was complete. 

descomplicada
An uncomplicated woman is a woman who is not complicated or life is bitter.

descoordinador
Descoodinador and descoordinadora: person who not coordinated and that Conversely, descoordina, mess and
disorganizes everything. An example is " He Descoordinador " character of the programme's humour " Sábados Felices
" portrayed by Juan Ricardo Lozano.

descorche
It is known as "corkage" to the commission or surcharge that in an entertainment establishment is charged to a customer
who carries his own bottle of liquor to be consumed in said establishment. 

descostrar
Descostrar: ( vb.  ) Remove the crust or bark.

descrestar
Amusing: vb. Remove or cut the ridge.

desecho biológico peligroso
Hazardous biological waste or biological hazardous wastes are those wastes or wastes that are generated in clinics and
hospitals, and that may contain biological agents ( 41 microorganisms; infectious capable of producing disease in
people.

desecho peligroso
Waste or hazardous waste: is all waste, whether biological or not, which is a potential hazard and must therefore be
treated in a special and careful way. For example: medical infectious material, radioactive waste, chemical substances,
etc.

desembarazar
Leave one thing free of obstacles.

desenfriolito
Desenfriolito was a medicine that was used to fight the flu and cold, especially in children, as the name implies.  To
combat these same conditions in adults, Desenfriol was used. 



desenguayabe
Scrapyabe : Action of unraping or unraping, i.e. removing or removing guava, which is the discomfort that a person
experiences after drunkenness or drunkenness. 

desestresarse
Decrease a person stress or pressure; calm down, relax, calm down.

desestresarse,
Put out the stress, try to remove the causes that provoke it.

desfavorabilidad
Unfavorability : Quality of unfavorable. 

desfibrilador
Defibrillator: (Med.  ) Portable electronic device which uses emergency to restart a heart stopped by a stop
cardiopulmonary, or to restore the heart rate when the heart has a lethal arrhythmia.

desfondar
Use: (v.  tr.  ) Remove or break the Fund to a vessel, a vessel or a box.

desgraciada es verbo o es adjetivo o sustantivo
It is an adjective.

deshuesadero
Junkyard: (s.  m.  ) 1 - room or cellar where is chatarrizan vehicles.   2. underground workshop where disarm stolen
vehicles to sell its parts.  Synonym: Desguazadero.

desinflamatorio
A drug used to reduce inflammation.

desisitir
The surfer, surely by mistake he added a syllable, is giving up. Withdraw: vb. Leave a purpose or intent: "My father
declined to buy the TV because he was told that that mark is not well known.

desmadrarse
De-inflammate ( v .  pron ) Exceed, act without brake.

desmechar
Shred: v. In some South American countries, action to shred a large portion of meat previously cooked, then stewing it
with onion, tomato, garlic, etc.: 'Today I want to eat rice and meat--'

desobstruir
Unblock: ( v. t.  )  Remove obstructions or obstacles; expeditious and free left one thing.



despacio
Slowly.     ( adv .  ) Gradually, slowly. 

despacio es un adverbio?
Yes. The word " slowly " It is an adverb so does: slowly, little by little.

despacito
Slowly: ( Advisor.  )  Slowly, slowly, slowly.

desparasitación
Deworming: Elimination of parasites from an adult, a child or an animal.

desparramar
Scatter: (v.   Pron.  ) Crumble, collapse something miserably.

desparramarse
Spread: collapsing some precipitous way.

desparramarse
Spilling a liquid.

despechadas
" Despechadas " is the title of a song performed by Darío Gómez, better known as the King of spite.

despechadas
Despechadas: Plural of spiteful. A spiteful woman is that feel or suffer from spite.

despechá
Despechá (shortening of the word despechada) .    It is the name of a song that has just been released these days by
the Catalan singer Rosalía. 

despelote
Despelote: m.   ( colloquial ) Disorder, confusion, chaos, pandemonium.

despifarrar
despifarrar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "waste" being its meaning:<br>Squander: vb.  Wasting,
wasting money: "Claudia wasted all the money their parents give in sweets and decorations for your hair ".

despiojar
Despijar ( v .   Tr.  ) Remove lice . 

despiste



You're fired : ( s .  M.  ) 1- Quality of ruthlessness .   2- Distraction, lack of attention forgetting .

desplazarse
In dentistry: run, move or deviate a tooth from the position where it should be: "Placed Daniela bridle because two lower
teeth " are moving him.

desplomarse
Fall: 1 - lose the vertical position and fall one thing, especially a building. 2 fall without life or knowledge a person.

desriz
Desriz, also known as Pilar is a treatment or cosmetic procedure that modifies the structure of the hair from curly to
smooth.

destajista
Destajista: ( adj.  ) Person that for account of another makes a work or destajo

destaparse
Undress a woman, especially a model or an actress to pose nude or in underwear for a magazine or a television
program.

destazar
Disembowel: vb. Cut a res.

desternillarse
Laughing much and uncontrollably, die of laughter, laugh a person to swing jaw.

destrabear
destrabear is incorrectly written and should be written as unlock being its meaning: eliminate the obstacles, remove the
obstacles.

destripaterrones
Peasant: (It is a somewhat derogatory term ).  Jornanero agricultural, peasant, peasant.

destripaterrones
Peasant: (It is a somewhat derogatory term, )  Agricultural labourer, peasant, peasant.

destroyer
Destroyer : 1- English word that in Spanish translates : destroyer .    2- In Spanish it applies to that person who damages
everything, who destroys everything or destroys it. 

desunido
Disunited : Participle of the verb disunite .  It is antonym of "united". 



desvatar
desvatar is incorrectly written, and should be written as "devastate" being its meaning:<br>Devastate: vb.  Destroy, raze.

desvensijada
Writing right is ramshackle. -Ramshackle, gives: adj.  That is not in good condition: as it had little money, Raul only
could buy a ramshackle old car. Synonyms: Broken, frayed, dull, worn, tarnished.

desyerbar
Start or cut the harmful herbs of a terrain.

detector de gays
Device capable of detecting a homosexual, recently invented and created by medical Kuwaitis. It will begin to be used
starting today at the airport in Kuwait to detect and identify homosexuals who try to leave or enter the city, to be
punished or expelled, according to the laws of that country. This news appears today in leading world newspapers and
Internet news portals.

detergente
Detergent: m. substance used to remove dirt. Used in the home and in industry.

detersivo
Detergent, va: ( adj.  )  It is said is what has the virtue of clean or purify.

deudora
A debtor is a woman who owes something to someone, usually is money, that such a woman is obliged to pay, by a
letter of Exchange, a promissory note or other document.

dextrosa
Dextrose, also known as glucose is sugar.  The name dextrose is used especially in the medical jargon.

dextrose
Dextrose, is an English word which in Spanish translates: dextrose, glucose, sugar in turn means.

débito automático
Automatic debit is a financial transaction or transaction in which a bank automatically pays utility bills every month,
subject to authorization by the accountholder.

débora
Debora: Prophetess and judge of the Hebrews for 40 years. With the help of Barak he delivered them from the yoke of
the Canaanites.

di caprio
Di Caprio is a surname of Italian origin.



dia civil
Civil or better civic day: in some countries, day labor break is decreed that by an extraordinary event: 'The Presidency of
the Republic decreed civic day this Monday, July 30, to celebrate the title obtained by the national football team.

diabolin
diabolin is incorrectly written and should be written as "diabolin ( accented )" being its meaning:<br>A diabolin is a small
roll similar to a small ball, whose ingredients are starch, grated cheese, eggs, milk and salt. This food is typical of the
Department of Sucre in Colombia. To prepare all the ingredients are mixed, a mass is made, the balls are made and are
inserted into the oven.

diagnosticentro
An Automotive Diagnostic Center (CDA), also known as Diagnosticentro is an establishment dedicated to the
technical-mechanical examination and the review of environmental control of gas emissions from motor vehicles. 

dializar
Dialyzing: Analyze through dialysis.

diana
Diana: Goddess of forests and originally Roman, protective mythology goddess of nature. Artemis, which had similar
attributes was confused with the Greek divinity. The temple which was dedicated at Ephesus was one of the seven
wonders of the world.

diapositiva
Slide: f. photographic image transparent, made to be projected on a screen: "Biologist illustrated his lecture with slides
on the cells of animals and vegetables ".

diariero
Diariero ( ra ) Seller of newspapers and magazines .

dibujo decorativo
A decorative drawing is a drawing that is made to decorate or decorate a particular place.

dibujo del cuerpo humano con nombres partes del cuerpo
Is for a kind of Anatomy?

dida
Nelson de Jesús Silva, better known as Dida, is a former Brazilian footballer who played as a goalkeeper.  He played in
Milan in Italy and Cruzeiro of Brazil, among other teams. 

didí
Alex "Didí" Valderrama, is a former Colombian footballer who played as a striker, and who played for Unión Magdalena
de Santa Marta and Atlético Junior de Barranquilla, among other teams. 

dieciséis



Sixteen or also ten and six (16), is the number that follows in its order to fifteen (15) and precedes seventeen (17). 

diente de oro
A gold tooth is an inlay in gold to replace a tooth that has been damaged or dropped due to caries or trauma. These
inlaid in gold that once were a " boom " currently disused.

diente de oro
A gold tooth is an inlay in gold to replace a tooth that has been damaged or dropped due to caries or trauma. These
inlaid in gold that once were a " boom " currently disused.

dientera
Could also be a colloquial expression to indicate that a dog defeated another in a fight melee: 'The Dalmatian dog
delivered a dientera to the stray dog '.

diesel
Diesel: m. English word. 1. Motor in which the explosion of fuel in the cylinder occurs without spark plug. 2. Type of
gasoline or gasoline used by engines without spark plug.   "The diesel is the fuel used by trucks; the cars use gasoline ".

dietética
Dietetics: f. (Med.  ) Part of the therapeutic which addresses nutritional regimes and its study on metabolism and
diseases.

dietista
A dietitian is a doctor who specializes in dietetics. 

dietólogo
A nutritionist is a professional expert in food, nutrition and dietetics.

diez mil
Ten Thousand ( 10 . 000 ), is the number follows in its order the nine thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine ( 9 . 999 )
and precedes the ten thousand one ( 10 . 001 ). 

diez y ocho
Eighteen: 18 ( 41 18;.

difásico
Diphasic: adj.  1 - Which has two phases.  2 Jesus said is set of two currents alternate in the same period, but that differ
in phase.

difractar
Diffract: (Physics.  )  Division and inflection of light rays when they pass through an opaque object.

difusión



Broadcasting: (FIS.  ) Process whereby a substance is mixed with another, due only to molecular motion.

digitalización
Action of digitizing.  It is a procedure by which a process that has been initially conceived in analog format becomes
operated in digital format. 

digitiforme
Digital: adj.  You have a finger.

dignarse
Be fit to do something. Have the goodness.

digno de fe
A person worthy of faith is a person that is worth to be believable, that inspires confidence and therefore deserves credit.

digredir
Digredir: Breaking the thread of discourse and talk in it things that have no intimate link with what you are trying to.

diletante
Dilettante: 40 Italian word; 41 dilettanti;. 1 amateur art, especially the music. 2. by extension, Jesus said is of the person
who didn't find interest in life and sees it as a pure spectacle.

diluvio universal
According to the Bible, to punish mankind, God sent upon the Earth an extraordinary flood ( 41 flood; and did that all
might perish less Noah and his family, who were the only ones who were in grace before him. This belief seems to be
based on the real fact that a terrible flood ravaged Asia in ancient times, which figure in the tradition of all Aryan and
Semitic peoples.

dim
D.I.M.: acronyms of sports independent Medellin, team of football with headquarters in the city of Medellín, Colombia.

dimario
Dimario (D'Mario) is a company that produces a wide variety of classic and sports watches. 

dimes y diretes
Bickering, is an expression which more or less means tell me and I'll tell you, and it makes reference to the situation in
which two or more persons are braided in a controversy or debate where one says and the other answers or replica.

dimes y diretes
It is an expression which means more or less tell me that I will tell you, and it makes reference to the situation in which
two or more persons are braided in a polemic or discussion where a says something and the other answers, contradicts
or replica.



dinamarqués
Danish: A person born in Denmark, country in Northern Europe.

dineral
Considerable amount of money. 

dinerito
Dinerito, is the diminutive of money. 

dinero plástico
Referred to as plastic money to the money paid by a card using credit or debit.

dinero sucio
The "dirty" money, also called "black" money is the money that comes from an illegal activity.

dineros calientes
It is known as hot money to all the resources in cash that gets a person, and which are the product of illegal activities.

diome
Diome, is the affectionate call or refer to Diomedes.

diomedes díaz
Diomedes Díaz, also known as " The chieftain of the 34 Board; was a vallenato singer who became famous for having
starred in several altercations with his followers while he was on stage playing his music.

diomedista
A diomedista is a follower or follower of music performed by Diomedes Díaz.

diomedito
Diomedito, was the name of a child who imitated the singer Diomedes Díaz interpretation.

dios
All the above definitions are valid, but Dios should be written with ( D  ) capital letter.

dios momo
In the mythology Greek, the Dios Momo was one of the gods of the Olympus; was the personification of the taunts, the
sarcasm and the satire. Precisamamente, by their condition of satirical, mocking and ironic was expelled from Olympus.

diosa
A goddess is a deity female, a divinity, a female super powerful.

dirceu



Dirceu , is a male proper name of Portuguese origin.

dirección electrónica
In computer science, the e-mail address is the address that allows to identify or communicate with each other computer
devices or people, especially on the Internet.  Websites and e-mails are electronic addresses.

disc jockey
Disc jockey: ( pronounce dis yoki )  1 artist or musician creates, selects, or reproduces itself recorded music or other
composers. 2 speaker that in a musical radio program selects and announces the songs that sound in the air to be
heard by an audience. 3 person who selects and plays music in different places such as bars, clubs, etc.

discapacidad intelectual
It is a disability characterized by significant limitations in intellectual functioning. Intellectual disability is expressed when
a person with significant limitations interacts with the environment. Depending on a more or less enabling environment,
disability is expressed differently.

discazo
In the colloquial language, a great album is a spectacular song, a musical success.

disco rayado
A person who repeats over and over again the same.

disco-bar
It is a fun establishment where you can enjoy drinks, listen to music and dance.

disco-tienda
A disco-tienda is a commercial establishment where they sell discs, cassettes, CDs, DVDs, Minidis, etc.

discordismo
Discordismo: ( s.m.  ) Philosophy that discards that science and religion may have aspects of coincidence or
correspondence, and that, on the contrary, his theories on the creation of the universe, life and everything that
surrounds us, are completely opposite.

discotienda
A discotienda is a commercial establishment where they sell CDs, cassettes, DVDs, CDs, minidis, etc.

discovery
Discovery is the name of an American subscription television channel, which broadcasts its signal from the city of Silver
Spring (Maryland). 

discretamente
Discreetly: ( Advisor.  ) With discretion, with great care.



disfraces
It is the plural of disguise.

disfunción orgánica múltiple
The multiple organ dysfunction, also called multiple dysfunction of organs or multiple organ failure is a disorder
characterized by the potentially reversible decrease in function of two or more organs of the body.

disminorrea
disminorrea is incorrectly written, and should be written as "dysmenorrhea" being its meaning:<br>Dysmenorrhoea is
menstrual disorder characterized by the presence of sharp pains and constant during menstruation.

disnea
Dyspnoea ( f .  ) In medicine, shortness of breath.

disney
Walt Disney was a Director, producer, director and screenwriter film. Of origin American, was the creator of the mouse
Mickey, the duck Donald and Pluto, among other works.

disney junior
It is a carnal television by subscription which broadcasts its signal from the United States of America.  Of children's
programming, this channel is operated by The Walt Disney Company Latin America Inc.

disparar a quema ropa
Shoot with the gun from near the goal, in such a way that they are in it, marks of gunpowder.

disparatadamente
Draw: ( Advisor.  ) Disparadamente, abruptly.

dispensador
Dispenser ( ra ) .    Machine or device that dispenses or provides something.  For example, the ATM dispenser is the
one that provides the money after the cardholder finishes the process with their debit card. 

dispensador de agua
A water dispenser is a small electric machine provided with a compartment for storing fresh, drinking water. 

dispensador de dinero
Money, also called automated teller machine or ATM dispenser is a machine that money can be removed using a plastic
card equipped with a chip with information from the customer and the bank where the customer has filed s u it has, it
may be a savings account, a revolving credit or a credit card.

dispositivo móvil inteligente
A smart mobile device, also called smart phone, and smartphone, is a small electronic device that can be connected
permanently to a cellular network, and has among others the following features: full keyboard touch or physical,
operates with android operating system or another ( which can be upgradeable ) it is capable of supporting applications



developed by third partiesallows access to an app store, allows Internet surfing, has free WI-FI, records and plays video
and sound, sends and receives text messages, sends and receives written messages, videos and photos through an
application called whatsapp, etc.

disquera
A record label, also known as record company, is a company dedicated to making recordings of music; earlier, in what
could be called golden age, those recordings were made in vinyl or acetate discs and cassettes, with the evolution of
technology and the emergence of the Internet, many of these companies have disappeared and that still work to make
recordings on CDs and DVDs.

diversificar
To make multiple or diverse what was uniform and unique. 

divina luz
Divine light: Name own feminine of Spanish origin. It is divine, cheerful and dicharachera.

divinidad
Divinity: f. 1 - essence and nature of God or the gods. 2 be supernatural or Almighty that it worships in a religion.

divino
Divine : ( adj .  ) 1- Belonging or related to God.  Example: divine justice.     2- That stands out for its positive
coincidences.   3- Belonging or related to the Gods worshiped by the different religions.   4- Beautiful, excellent,
excellent. 

divino
Divine : ( adj .  ) 1- Belonging or related to God.   Example: divine justice.    2- It stands out for its positive qualities.    3-
Belonging or related to the Gods worshiped by the different religions.    4- Beautiful, excellent, excellent. 

divino niño
The divine child, also known as the Christ Child, the divine child Jesus or the child Jesus is Jesús of Nazareth when he
was a child. In some countries of Latin America and Central Europe on Christmas day, gifts does not bring Santa Claus,
or Los Reyes Magos, but the child Jesus or Christ child.

día 1°
According to Genesis, narrated on the 1st day of creation, God made the heavens and the Earth and the day and night.

día hábil
A business day is the day of the week in which we work or normal activities, and that does not belong to the weekend
nor is holiday.

día sin carro
In Colombia, specifically in the city of Bogota, the authorities have implemented the day without a car.  It is any day of
the year, which is taken at random, in which private service vehicles cannot transit through the city, that day only the
circulation of public service vehicles, such as taxis, buses, busses, minibuses, etc. can.



día sin iva
In Colombia, the day without VAT is a specific day in which people can purchase a wide variety of products without
having to pay VAT (value added tax). 

día sin moto
In some cities in Colombia the authorities have implemented the day without a motorcycle.  It is a day of the month in
which you cannot travel motorcycles, triimotos or quad bikes.  The measure has been taken in order to improve mobility
and reduce vehicle congestion, which is presented by the high number of motorcycles that roll through the cities and
towns of Colombia.

dj
D.J. or DJ: short form of disc jockey.

doblar la servilleta
Colloquial expression that means: desist, and that stands for another colloquial expression: throw in the towel.

doblarse
Become a laborer to work after completing their work shift, by absence for any reason of the colleague who should
replace it.

doble blanco
In the game of Dominoes, the "double white" tile is the token that is not marked with any dots, it is also called "the pelá". 

doble clic
In computer science, referred to as " double click " the action of double-clicking the primary mouse button, which
produces different results depending on the configuration and the graphic element in which is situated the pointer or
cursor.

doble troque
1- A double die is a truck equipped with two rear propulsion axles.   2- In colloquial language, woman passed kilos, that
is, somewhat obese.

doble u
The double u (w and in uppercase W), also known as double vee, twin vee, sees double and double v is the
vigesimocuarta letter and the nineteenth consonant of the Spanish alphabet.

doble v
The double ve (w), also called double uve, double uve, double uve, double ve, is the twentieth letter of the Spanish
alphabet. 

doblegarse
Bowing: yielding to any claim of another person, giving up.

doblegarse



Bowing is correctly written and also means surrender.

dobles
Double: Double Plural.   In film and television, a double is a person who replaces an actor in the scenes that it cannot or
do not want to perform.

dobletear
Dobletear: Go double, do two things at once.

dobletear
Dobletear: Go double, do two thing at the same time.

doce mil
Twelve Thousand ( 12 . 000 ) , is the number that follows in its order the eleven thousand nine hundred and ninety-nine (
11 . 999 ) and precedes twelve thousand one ( 12 . 001 ) 

doctor
Doctor, ra: 1 - person having scientific and academic training to practice medicine. 2 Person who has received the last
academic degree in a University 40, lawyer, engineer, architect, psychologist, etc.  ).

doctor en derecho
Doctor, ra: ( m. and f.  )  1 Person who has received the highest academic degree awarded University; applies especially
to the doctor, psychologist, lawyer, architect, engineer, social worker, etc. 2 - Dédécho Doctor or Attorney at law: lawyer.
In Mexico, they call it " degree 34.

doctora
A doctor is a woman who has received the highest academic degree awarded University; applies especially to the
woman who has received the title of doctor, ( you can be called the doctor or the medical ) dentist, psychologist, lawyer,
social worker, engineer, etc. In some countries only the treatment of Doctor is given or Dr. to the person who has
graduated from medical and exercised by the medicine. The abbreviation of Doctor is Dr., and is used to abbreviate
doctor Dr.

dolerse
Feel regret for the pain, damage or suffering of another person.

dollar
Dollar , is an English word that in Spanish translates : dollar .  The dollar is the currency unit of the United States of
America, Australia, New Zealand and other countries. 

dolly
1- Dolly, is a feminine given name of English origin, derived from the feminine given name Dorothy.     2- Dolly, is the
name given to a sheep that was born on July 5, 1996, and that became the first mammal cloned from an adult cell. 

dolor de cabeza



The headache or headache is a headache that arises in the cranial vault, or all around the head. It may be sporadic or
continuous and moderate or severe.

dolor de cabeza
Headache to condition of maximum stress caused by a particular situation or concern is called. For example, when a
child goes wrong at school, does not obey, it is undisciplined, etc.

dolor menstrual
Also known as colic menstrual, menstrual pain is the pain that accompanies the menstrual cycle in some women.

dolorcito
Diminutive of pain.

dolores hidalgo
City of Mexico, in the State of Guanajuato, located at 1900 m alt. approx. On September 15, 1810, the Mexican priest
Miguel Hidalgo rallied the Indians, starting with the Mexican independence movement.

doménico
Domenico: ( in Italian, Domenico, is written without accent ) It is a male name, it is of Italian origin; However, it can be
found in America and other regions.

domiciliario
Domiciliary ( ria ) .     1- Person who works in a store, supermarket or similar establishment, whose function is to take
orders to the customer's home.    2- Belonging or related to the domicile.   3 .   That happens or is executed in the
domicile of a person. 

dominatriz
Dominatriz: f. woman during a sexual relationship takes the dominant role, i.e., is she who takes the control, choose
positions and if there is a touch of masochism in the relationship, is she who commands, hits and hits.

domingo de ramos
Palm Sunday is the Sunday which commemorates the triumphal entry of Jesús from Nazareth to Jerusalem, acclaimed
by a large crowd, a few days before his arrest, passion, death and resurrection. Palm Sunday begins Holy week.

domingo de resurrección
Resurrection Sunday is the day that Jesús of Nazareth resurrected after crucifixion, is going to meet with his Apostles
and then climbs into the heavens, thus ending the Holy week.

dominican york
Dominican York is the gentile given to the person born in the Dominican Republic and residing in New York. 

donald
Donald is a male proper name of English origin.  It is believed that in Spanish he gave rise to the name Donaldo. 



donante anónimo
In medicine, an anonymous donor is a person who donates blood, cells, tissue or an organ for another person to use.  
Especially the anonymous donor expression applies to that man who has donated sperm to be used in artificial
insemination or artificial invitro insemination.  Only its physical characteristics will be known from the anonymous sperm
donors, with which profiles are developed to be analyzed by the potential recipients of that seed.

donde, dónde?
Where: Advisor.  Place in which something happens or already occurred: "I am sure that there was where I left the keys
". 2 Place to which one is directed: "When you have a Passport you can travel where you want ".  And where, with tilde,
means where: "Yesterday you looked everywhere, where you were?  2. To place: " where will you go on holiday?  ".

doping
Doping: English word which in Spanish translates: doping.

dormir con las gallinas
This phrase is provides to indicate that someone will lie very early at night.

dormitorio de gallinas
It is a structure made of sticks and branches, provided with a staircase, through which the hens, instinctively rise one by
one, when you begin to fall overnight.

dos por dos
It is a multiplication : two times two equal to four (2 X 2 x 4 ) .

dos santos
1- Dos Santos, is a surname of Portuguese origin.    2- It is a Portuguese expression that in Spanish translates "of the
saints". 

doscente
doscente is incorrectly written, and should be written as "teacher" being its meaning:<br>Teacher: ( adj.  ) A person who
is professionally engaged in teaching.

dónde fue fundado el mormonismo?
Mormonism: m. Protestant religious movement founded in 1830 in the United States of America by Joseph Smith to
initially professed polygamy.

dr
Dr is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dr." being its meaning:<br>Dr: Is the abbreviation of Doctor.

dra
DRA is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Dr." being its meaning:<br>Dr.: Dr. abbreviation.

dramaturgo
Playwright (and playwright).    Author (ra) of dramatic works. 



driblar
Dribble: (In football and basketball ). Make a player a rapid movement to evade and escape to the contrary.

driblar
Dribble: (In football and basketball ). Quick-turn making a player that allows you to cheat instead and escape it.

dribling
Dribbling or Driblin: in some sports, quick-turn a player makes while controlling the ball, to outwit and elude an opponent.

dristancito
Drirstancito is the presentation for children of the drug known as dristan, whose main components are Chlorfenamine
and Ibuprofen.

dron
A drone is a small unmanned aircraft that can be directed and controlled remotely.


